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Early in 1973 a symposium was held at Northwestern
concerning

forecasts.

Throughout

with the liability consequences
of the Securities

the discussion

concerning

At the end of the second day of the conference

amazament

at the apparent

liability and he suggested

there was a pervading concern

to issuers and their auditors if the proposals

and Exchange Commission

of the Panel on Take-overs

University

forecasting were implemented.

John Hull, the Director

and Mergers

in Great Britain, expressed his growing

preoccupation

of everyone there with the problem of

that perhaps this had' clouded rational consideration

of the objective merits of such proposals as those pertaining
It is not surprising
England, and other countries,
with corporate

enterprise

that he would experience

the spectre'of

tion of financial
and n~n-legally

*

More importantly,

as it has in the

in my estimation,
The overriding

they have

influence of

bankers goes far to thwart objectionable

sociai ostracism

is probably stronger;

life in London does much to reinforce

san~tioried means, such as the Take-over

prevent or effectively

In

because they have not yet adopted our

there other means of social control.

the limited number of merchant
conduct;

such surprise.

has not been as keenly developed

concepts of the class action.

to forecasting.

the art of litigation against those associated

United States, perhaps in some measure

developed

General

corporate

the centraliza-

the capacity of informal
and Merger panel, to

punish transgressions.

The Securities and Exchange Commission, as a matter of policy, disclaims
responsibility for any private publication or speech by any of its members
or employees.
The views expressed here are my own and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Commission or of my fellow Commissioners.
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Without
upon litigation,
corporate

those restraints

and the threat of litigation,

conducto

effectiveness,

we in the United States have relied heavily
to accomplish

effective

control of

This may seem a harsher means to many, but few doubt its

although perhaps that proposition

is not as clear as it was when

we reflect on recent corporate misdeeds.
Furthermore,
the Gons~quence

the present upsurge in litigation

?f t4e turbulences

tended to accomplish

of our times.

is in large measure

Historically

much social change throug? the courtroom.

long ago said, "Scarc~ly

is rampant, when the expectations

those upon whom it has historically
tion in society,
frustrated

it is only expectable

Thus in a time

of society with respect to

bestowed prosperity

and preferential

that when those expectations

posi-

are

people will have recourse to courts.
Many things have contributed

more people own securities,
of some of the conceptual

plaintiffs'

it is recognized

recommend

them than their antiquity

from securing retribution
Central, Equity Realty,

to this upswelling

of corporate

counsel are more aggressive,

barriers to the extension

realized,

of liability

litigation:

the flimsiness

is better

that often legal doctrines with nothing more to
,

have often preventeo

from those who did the wrong.
lOS, National

of those names is representative
lost.

As de Tocqueville

any question arises in the United States which does

not become, sooner or later, a subject of judicial debate."when consumerism

we have always

Student Marketing,

of thousands.of

Is it any wonder that those deceived

those suffering harm
Equity Funding,
Four Seasons:

Penn
everyone

pub~ic investors who trusted and

seek out their deceivers?
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Th~ Commission
which these ~istorical
While the Commission

has been one of the principal

movements

and the Executive,

-

to the'needs and wishes of the people -- and

for the wrongs

they have suffered.

of the Commission's

efforts

hearings

budgets.

Reflecting
activity has clearly

the the forces I've mentioned,
increased

111 injunctive actions;

bring 158.

And judging

Enforcement

Division,

in recent years.

the Commission's

proceedings;

brought
In 1970

in fiscal 1974 we estimate we will

by what we know of the current activities

inevitably

enforcement

In 1970 the Commission

in fiscal 1974 we estLmate we will bring 182.

138 administrative

of our

some of those are going to involve accountants.

What is the Commission's

power with respect

to accountants

-- and how

it?

Viewed most broadly,
protect inve~tors

If there is any doubt

I suggest a perusal of the record of the Congressional

on the Commis~ion's

does it exercise

-- and it should be.

its funding depends upon the

concern with the level and effectiveness

to right wrongs,

it brought

agency,

through

thus it must, to some extent, as must the Congress

be responsive

the people want redress
of Congress's

have been accomplished

is an independent

Congress and the Executive-and

instrumentalities

the Commission

ffom fraud and deception

market plac~ fOf securities.

And Congress

One of these is the power to bring actions

has a mandate

from Congress

to

and insure the integrity of the
has given it tools to accomplish
to enjoin wrongdoers

that.

from repeating

tpeir con4uct.
_With ~his pow~r and this mandate,

clearly

the laws and it must bri~g to Pook those involved
less of their position

in the community

the Commission

~ust enforce

in their violation,

or their professional

status.

regardThis means
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t~t

if heretofore respected business men, professionals, government officials

are involved in harming investors or attacking the integrity of the market place,
they may not be excused because of their eminence.
Remarkably

the accountant's

liability qua accountant is dealt with

explicitly only in one part of the statutes we administer (and then only because
he falls in the category of "expert"):

that is in Section 11 of the 1933 Act,

and that section provides only a private remedy for its violation and makes no
provis~on for Commission enforcement of accountants' derelictions under it.
The principal source of Commission enforcement activity against
accountants -- and many people for that matter -- is that amazing, vital, pervasive
creature of administrative

expediency, Rule lOb-S, adopted under the broad power

given the Commission under Section lO(b) of the 1934 Act.

This rule makes it

unlawful to engage in fraudulent, deceptive, or misleading practices in connection with the purchase or sale of securities.

The language is maddeningly

and the courts have chosen repeatedly to extend its applicability
the words will allow.

broad,

to the farthest

The Commission is also given a similar power under Section
.

l7(a) of the 1933 Act which makes unlawful the same conduct Rule lOb~S does,
only it is limited to sales of securities.

Violations of th~se provisions may

also constitute criminal conduct; the Commission, of course, does not bring
criminal actions, but instead refers cases which appear to have' criminal implications to the Justice Department for processing.'
In addition to the powers the Commission has under Sectio~ l7(a) and
Rule lOb-S, it also has the power to, and has, adopted rules of pr~~tfce governing
those who practice before it and the manner in which th~ practi~e is'done.
2(e) of those rules applies peculiarly to professional1s.

Rule

It' p rovLdes t'hat the

Commission may deny permanently or temporar'ily the privii~g~ of cappe~ring and
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practicing

before it to persons (1) found not to possess the requisite qualifica-

tions to represent others, (2) lacking i~ character or integrity or who have
engaged in unethical or improper professional

conduct, or (3) who have willfully

violated, or aided and abetted the violation of, any provision of the federal
securities

laws.
Rule 2(e) actions have almost invariably been private proceedings,

with the public knowing nothing of the existence of the proceeding or its course
until a final determination.

Most so-called 2(e)'s travel a lengthy and tortuous

course, replete with long delays, intricate procedural finesses, and much frustration.

In most cases they end in settlement.

The Commission

recently asked

for comment on a proposal that instead of 2(e)'s being private unless the
Commission

specifically

determines otherwise,

the reverse would be true:

ceeding would be public unless the determination
proposal

was to make it private.

is eliciting extensive and, frankly, sometimes harsh comment.

emphasize

that, in the vernacular of this gathering,

a proThis
I would

the jury is very much still

out on that issue and no one should conclude from the publication of the proposed
change that the Commission has made up its mind arid is now going through a ritual
before announcing an already reached conclusion.
2(e)'s exact no direct penalty from the respondents.
Commission

can do is bar a practitioner

This stricture

is construed

from appearing

The most the

before the Commission.

broadly, and in the case of an-accountant,

would

deny him not only the right to participate with a client in conferring with
Commission

personnel,

but would make unacceptable

in any Commission

filings state-

ments covered by his opinion.
The very limited nature of the remedies available under Rule 2(e) has
posed difficult

problems for the Commission,

national and international

accounting

firms.

particularly when dealing with
Very often the conduct which has
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led the firm into a 2(e) proceeding
of the firm:

one office out of dozens, three or four peopl~ out of thousands.

And yet often the shoLtcomings
rooted in poor supervision
controls mandated
given.

involved a minute fraction of the personnel

which have occasioned

the proceeding. were really

which extended high in the organization,

or enforced,

inadequate

Hence in many instances

insufficient

training for the comple~ assig~ments

the Commission

has felt compelled

to name national

firms in such proceedings.
I would emphasize
proceeding

is no~ necessarily

ot criminal

proceeding.

or ethical

insufficiency

to fashion appropriate
our conference

that the conduct which may give rise to a Rule 2(e)
of the same sort as would justify an injunctive

As indicated, .absence of professional
may be enough.
remedies

two recent proceedings

of an approach preferred

accountants

by the Commission

In both cases, an important

had been in effect for a year,

by a peer review team made up of professional

under the auspices of the AICPA to determine

upon procedures

can be seen in

by the firms to adopt improved control

and to permit, after the procedures
of their practices

faces in

statements.

which were settled by consent.

part of the settlement was an agreement

an inspection

makes it difficult

that do more than simply substitute

rooms and new names on. filed financial

Indications

procedures

This circumstance

qualifications

were being adequately

followed.

whether

the agreed

In each case, the review team

will report its findings to the Commission.
In addition,

the firms had various constraints

to take on new SEC business while procedures
In one case, a 30-day suspension
clients would be accepted

were being established

period was established

by the firm.

placed on their ability
and implemented.

during which no new SEC

In the other, one of the firm's offices
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was pr ohf.bf.t
ed .f rom. a.:cceptiqg,
new .SE;Cc LLent s for, a ye.ar and the firm as a
~h!>le .was ,prohil?~tE1fl
from accept Lng ,any new SEC business in a specified
area unti\ .the fi~m's .revised, audit guides and programs
adopted and teste~ to the satisfac~ion
We believe this approach
through review of control ~rocedures
problems will be significantly

quality.

areas'until

reduced, with benefits

The Commission

develop a procedure
capacity

there are assurances

under which the latter would establish

or ~rder in a 2(e) .or injunctive

I would pause to emphasize

the value of this approach.

to be punitive

stimulus

for the firm to review, with the assistance

sionals,

the adequacy

or retributive;

of controls

become part

It is not

to provide the

of disinterested

profes-

so that the possibility

of a

with perhaps even graver financial and other conseIt has been charged

being under such review procedures.
There is no such plan or intent.

the Commission.

rather it is intended

and supervision

to create situations

one at a time, without

ongoing

proceeding.

intended

the Commission

a subsisting

both as part of their own program for improved

of a settlement

is minimized.

with the AICPA to

control and in cases where such inspections

of violations,

of such

that such growth will not impair

quality

quences,

of recurren~e

for limita,tions on practice growth

profession-wide

recurrence

some assurance

both to the public and

is in the process of cooperating

to make such inspections

Chief Accountant.

It provides

that the possibility

to the, firm and in the meant Ime it provides
in affected

in that area were

of th~ Commission's

is ,promising.

industry

that it is the ultimate' design of

which would result in all the "Big Eight"
Nothing

could be further from the truth.

As proceedings

plan or design to subject

And it has been charged

develop we will deal with them
the profession

that this procedure

records of the clients of the firm reviewed

to the thumb of

jeopardizes

the

and places the firm at a competitive
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disadvantage vis-a-vis the firms from whence come those who-do the review.

In-

the case of at least seven of the eight of the "Big Eight" and most of the second
tier firms these are phantom concerns, since they have agreed to assis-t in the
implementation of the program, which, I might add, the Board of Directors of the
AICPA has approved on an experimental

basis.

Again, be assured that measures

will be used to prevent the untoward results foreseen by the critics of this
approach.
In the final analysis, the Rule 2(e) proceeding is not the Commission
weapon most dreaded by the accounting profession; rather it is the injunctive
proceeding and, even more so, the criminal reference.
The injunctive proceeding often occurs in a total context which
includes civil litigation seeking huge damages from the accounting firm.

In

some cases the Commission action follows -- sometimes by quite a period of
time

the commencement of private litigation, in others it precedes.
The most difficult problem the Commission confronts whenever it considers

a recommendation
is:

for the commencement of an injunctive proceeding-by

the staff

what is the standard of conduct to which we think accountants should be held?

Is it negligence?

Is it recklessness,

indifference to economic reality?

there be an element of knowledge or "should have known"ness?

Must

What is the measure

of, to use that fine old misused word, scienter?
The first thing I would say with regard to this is this:

the Commission

does not consider the auditors the guarantors of the integrity, solvency, honesty,
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or conduct of their clients.

Auditors can be duped just like investors or

anyone else and we have refused to authorize actions when it appeared
the victims of their clients, rather than actionable

they were

abettors of their misconduct.

Likewise we do not bring actions because we disagree with the judgments
of the auditors
inferences

unless, of course, that judgment is so bad that it leads to

of a state of mind inconsistent

who practice the accounting

profession.

with the integrity demanded of those

We recognize

that auditors can differ

in their judgments with regard to the propriety of the application
ing principle,

or-the selection of the accounting

other hand, the existence

of some authority

action; much more is involved in a Commission

standard of care for accountants
or knowledge,

determination

is negligence,

or recklessness,

doubt if the Commission

should in concluding whether

I think the old mechanistic

application

is eroding in the Rule IOb-5 context.
Evolution

Negligence

of a Continuum

of whether

the

or willfullness,
I doubt

instructed engages in that kind of discourse

the liability of an accountant

IOb-5:

to authorize an

is a bit of a waste of time.

in trying to determine

concepts

But on the

proceeding.

in extensive discussions

or should have known-ness

very much whether a jury properly

to apply.

to support a position, while persuasive,

is not conclusive with regard to the COmmission's

It seems to me that engaging

principle

of an account-

of Conduct

in a private action and I
to bring an action.

of traditional

common law

In his seminal article, Rule

to Replace the Catch Phrases of

and Scienter, Mr. Bruce Mann of San Francisco

said:

"Instead of perpetuating the practice of discussing scienter
and negligence as absolutes which are capable of being
objectively applied, more is gained by recognizing that
there is a sliding scale which determines what constitutes
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sufficiently diligent. conduct to avoid lqb-~ liability,
and that lOb-5 liability is determinable only within
the context of the vagaries of the specific facts
presented. II
.
In specifying
Mr. Mann referred

applications

of this mode of analysis

to Drake v. Thor Power Tool Co. (282 F. Supp. 94 [N.D. Ill.

1967]) which stated that since the defendant,
ported to be independent
peculiar

relationship

certified

a national

public accountants,

with the public.

accounting

firm, pur-

it "has assumed a

1I

These thoughts have been echoed by the Ninth Circuit
Abrams

in decided cases,

in White v.

(CCH [Current] Fed. Reg. of Sec. Rep. para. 94,457) which stated:
liThe proper analysis, as we see it, is not only to focus
on the duty of the defendant, but to allow a flexible
standard to meet the varied factual contexts without
inhibiting the standard with traditional fault concepts
which tend to cloud rather than clarify
II

Again in specifying

this concept,

the court said:

IIWhere the defendant derives great benefit from a relationship of extreme trust and confidence with the plaintiff,
the defendant knowing that the plaintiff completely -relies
upon him for information ~o which he has ready access, but
to which the plaintiff has no access, the law imposes a
duty upon the defendant to use extreme care to assure that
all material information is accurate and disclosed.
1I

The Court went on:
IIWithout limiting the trial court from making additions or
adaptations in a p~rticular case, we feel the court should,
in instructing on a defendant's duty under Rule lOb-5, require the jury to consider the r~lationship of the defendant
to the plaintiff, the defendant's access to the information
as compared to the plaintiff's access, the benefit that the
defendant derives from the relationship, the defendant's
awareness of whether the plaintiff was relying upon their
relationship in making his investment decisions and the defendant's activity in instituting the securities transaction in question."
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White v. Abrams did not involve
---

.

specific~tions
,~

I.;.,

_

.

_

I

..

•

However,

the ambiguous

one in this context.
standards customarily

in assessing

•

,

the approach,

inquiries ~on~erning negligence,

an appropriate

hence the court's

of the relevant inquiries are not directly pertinent
-

the conduct of accountants.
ventional

accountants,

.

the departure

from the con-

scienter, and the like is, I think,

Instead of trying to measure conduct by
employed,

I think one must look to the nature

of the duty properly imposed upon the auditor, the extent to which his work is
expectably

relied upon, the indications

profession,

the suggestions

of his awareness

of departure

of submission

of consequences

Of course, this is troubling

surrounding

too multi-faceted

corporate

the extent

present to one relying

if care is not exercised.
As lawyers we like

But I would submit

that the fuctual

conduct today are too complex, too varied,

to rely upon the old mode of analysis and hence I think the

should as~ess the desirability

basis of its total conception

flags were flying?

of ordering enforcement

of the auditor's

This must include an examination

action on the

role in the particular

of the entire pattern of conduct.

situation.

What warning
I

What evidences met the eye which might dictate further in-

.
quiry?

from clients,

to us as lawyers.

clear guides to use in advising clients.

Commission

to pressures

of the picture the financial statements

upon them, fhe seriousness

circumstances

from accepted norms of the

What was the relationship

did.the selection of a~co~nting

.

of the auditor to the client?

principles

and their application

To what extent
by management

magnify earnings?
Auditors
and reporting.

are paid -- and handsomely

-- for their services of auditing

It is now too clear to demand much exegesis

bi1ity is to the public and not only to management

that tijeir responsi-

or the bankers of a company;
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indeed, as long ago as 1912 a distinguished
meeting of accountants

investment banker argued to a

that the investing public was as much the c'lient of

accountants as existing shareholders and owners.

Thus their duty is clear; it is

perform their auditing and reporting functions in a manner that is protective
of that client, the investing public.
Thus I would suggest that some conception of their duty may be
perceived by thinking in terms of what that client wants and needs.

Bearing

in mind that that public investor is going to rely upon financial statements
enjoying the authority of the accountant, do the financial statements present
a picture that he could reasonably rely upon to choose to invest in this
company rather than another?

Has sufficient care been exercised within reason-

able paramaters to be able to give that assurance?
Put very simply, when the Commission discerns that the auditor has
not been alert to his duty, that he has gone through an exercise by rote, that
he has not been true to the duty of fair presentation,

then in my estimation

the Commission should properly authorize an action to enjoin the accountant
from a repetition of those faults.

The most recent instance in which the Commission confronted the issue
of auditor responsibility was the action arising out of the collapse of Penn
Central.

In that case the Commission charged that certain transactions had been
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recorded,

and implicitly

improper manner

which

that the statements
position

approved,

inflated

results

in informing

picture he needed

income.

More

important,

of the company.

the investor

to make an informed

simply did not exercise

or sell Penn Central
Auditors,

investment

of course"

essentially

more ethical

to winnow
denies

compliance

recoil

than legal.

with GAAP.

statements

However,

Frequently

accounting

and that the auditors

~hether

to buy, hold

for truly professional

judgment

of fairness.

rise to the challenge ,in making
A~ a consequence
of Commission

that they should be held

with a standard

that is

it seems to me, and this thought
profession,

accountants

principles

for professional

Without

that in time this responsibility

consequence

the kind of

that it is that

that the investor needs more than his judgment

down the acceptable

make this judg~ent

from the notion

of financial

them the opportunity

portunity

say that there

with their duty to those

in deciding

than one leader of the accounting

of the auditor

mechanical

charged

stock.

for compliance

judgment

decision

in an

of the financial

These charges

the degree of care commensurate

responsible

by more

the Commission

that he was not receiving

they knew would rely upon th~ir work product

is echoed

by its certificate,

opined upon did not make a fair presentation

and the operating

was a failure

by the auditor

is presented

Surely no greater
than the opportunity

of the litigious
actions

opto

at undue length, I believe

will rest easily upon auditors
this critical

~hat the effort

to one for each set of facts

judgment.

discoursing

complain

concerning

and they will

determination.

mood of the day, and not simply as a

accounting

firms have charged in suits claiming'

I

,
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many millions

of dollars;

the structure

of the accounting

unlikely
within

to happen

tolerable

payable

if full relief were granted
profession

since in most

instances

would

beyond

be profoundly

will not likely result

their reasoriable financial

:Jonetheless, none of us can be indifferent
litigation.

While auditors

is no record

of any major

the wrongdoing

of a client;

it seems to me reasonable
of limiting

the exposure

One approach
Code which

liability
would

to that is contained
by Professor
of the American

to the greater

fiscal year,

or omission,

enough

extending

Judging

information,

to be an effective

of exposure

a greater willingness

still "there

those fees because

with

of fraud.

of

Hence

the possibility

liability.
Federal

Securities

Louis Loss and his advisors,
Law Institute.
participate

with

In that Code the

in the wrongful

conduct

or 1% of gross income during'its
for each misrepresentation

of times it was repeated

to liability

deterrent,

of miilfons

for'large

in multiple

because

and that is a heightened
to involve

themselves

firms would

but the spectre

be sub-

of, liability

of one error would "be obliterated,

It seems to me that there is a price accountants
limitation

of this

by the income of the one firm which has disclosed

the exposure

into the hundreds

beyond

in the proposed

of $1,000,000,

of the number

or documents.

such income

of $100,000

to a maximum

regardless

to the potential

ourselves

to unbearable

of a party which did not knowingly

previous

stantial

of auditors

and involvement

be limited

filings

that we should concern

for amounts

capacities.

they do not wax rich on the proceeds

is being formulated

the approval

firm profiting

This is

in judgments

are paid good fees for their services,

accounting

cases

altered.

the cases will be settled

limits and those litigated

by the accountants

in all the pending

awareness

in expanded

should

pay 'for this

of their responsibility
responsibility
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for the integrity of their clients' whole financial reporting process.

This

means inv~lvement in interim statements (though not the auditing of them),
resp~nsibility

for the entire reporting process, and generally much deeper

concern for the manner and means by which issuers keep the investing public
informed concerning its financial affairs.
The Commission is often criticized for its proceedings (and Commissioners
for their speeches) because they allegedly cast a cloud of suspicion over the
entire profession.

It is asserted that when a firm' is named, confidence in it

'and the profession is
ness community.

undermined to the alleged detriment of the entire busi-

Further, it is asserted that our proceedings result in the

expansion of the activities of aUditors, with resulting increased. costs for firms
which employ them.
Unfortunately,

any enforcement proceeding is going to cast a shadow

over the'one involved in it.

When the Anti-Trust DIvision charges disregard

of the nation's anti-trust laws, there is a stigma which attaches to de fendant sv
When charges are made that environmental
cost in terms of public prestige.
laws of the ~ountry

requirements are violated there is a

.1 submit it is not possible to enforce the

in secrecy -- and the Commission is mandated by Congress

t~ enforce the securities'laws., It is not possible, and it.is not eff~ctive,
to silently admonish wrongdoers

to'do better the.next time.

And it..ce.rtainly

is not. Tight or. just '.
or- fai:r:-toaccord one .group of wrongdoers
quiet resotution 'of com-plaints while ..
subjecUng

the bene f L t of a

others"." thei.-rcltencs -. to

the full 'curse'of public' charges.' -,Would it have been fair to tell Bar Chr1-s
'J:

ano' its of f'Lcers that,.tb~y had done' wrong, and q~ietl:.yadmonish che t r aud Ltor s
in p~iv'ifte?-~
. , ',',.'.,'

.."

c
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Unquestionably
greater

Commission

enforcement

care on the par-t of auditors
the costs

publi~~s'money

in' carrying

greater

whi'ch,clients .have pa Ld

on corpo~ate

financial

in the country.

integrity

are-benefit~

audits

suggest'that

'of-Commission

enforcement

their controls,

upgrading
heretofbre
naive

their standards,
t oday

of performance.

reviewed

indicates

The extent-to

the additional

does:' however,

firm in the Uniteq

States

which

their,pra~tiees

and pro~edures,

and their over~lt

investors
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